REGISTRATION NUMBER 8277

INFILL HOUSE
INSPIRED BY LEFTOVER SPACE AND RISING URBAN DENSITY

MEDIAN NEW SINGLE FAMILY
HOME IN UNITED STATES*
2169 sq. ft.
INFILL HOUSE
300 sq. ft.

Welcome to the Infill Era: a time where density is increasing and land is at a premium. The only un-built sites
are leftover spaces or half empty properties - infill. These areas are an opportunity, despite their challenges
of ageing infrastructure and size. The house of the future will be self-sufficient: a house off the grid may allow
for rezoning on infill where otherwise precluded by inadequate infrastructure. The house of the future will
address global trends: mounting energy costs, economic uncertainties, population, and pollution.

INFRASTRUCTURE
MAX CAPACITY:
SINGLE FAMILY HOME

INFILL HOUSE challenges the project brief. The house of the future is not at least 2500 square feet, rather it
will be sized to fit and for people to live within their means. The house of the future starts at 300 square feet.
INFILL HOUSE is more than a tiny home. It uses innovative technologies including NASA-inspired water purification and recovery, natural air cleansing, and clever use of renewable energy. Further, INFILL HOUSE challenges the way we interact with our homes. As our lives become busier and more economically demanding,
our dwellings should respond. Yet, our lifestyles are shockingly limited by the size and inefficiencies of current
homes. INFILL HOUSE has been specifically designed in anticipation of the future urban landscape.

SITE BOUNDARY 6889 sq. ft.
1:500

*United States Census Bureau

TRENDS
Recent global trends have slowly been causing a paradigm shift in the way in which people live, which has
inspired INFILL HOUSE. Depleting resources have caused a sensitivity to energy useage. Increased population, urbanization, and real estate prices have caused a decrease in the floor area of dwellings. A demand
for sustainable and healthy lifestyle choices has been influenced by rising pollution in our air and water.
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INCREASING POLLUTION*
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NEW APARTMENT SIZES*
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RISING ENERGY PRICES*

*global average abundances of Carbon Dioxide
(CO2)
The NOAA Annual Greenhouse Gas Index

THE FUTURE HOME HAS PRISTINE WATER QUALITY

THE FUTURE HOME IS OFF THE GRID

Water preservation and water quality becomes increasingly important, due to rising populations squandering a limited supply. INFILL HOUSE features a shower of the future that has built-in filters to recycle already
heated water back onto the user, saving up to 90% water and 80% energy. Sink and shower water feeds a
system of plants through a stone and sand hydroponic aqueduct before it is released into an indoor rain
reservoir. A pump (bicycle-power optional), then moves the water “upstream” where it is sifted through a biosand, carbon, and UV filter series to become potable again. Water will not be used to transport waste.

No energy is wasted. Heat from baking, refrigerating, and the home’s central computer is gathered and
distributed using thermal sensors and outdoor vents, resulting in less air conditioning in the summer and heating in the winter. Exercising isn’t just a means of staying fit and burning calories, those calories are used to supplement the home’s electricity needs. INFILL HOUSE uses the sun’s free energy through increased natural
lighting, photovoltaic arrays, and passive solar heating with a thermal mass brick fireplace, slate flooring.
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THE FUTURE HOME HAS NATURAL AIR QUALITY

THE FUTURE HOME IS MOBILE

THE FUTURE HOME IS A CUSTOM FIT

THE FUTURE HOME IS AFFORDABLE

The earth’s atmosphere is becoming increasingly polluted, especially in select urban environments. INFILL
HOUSE is designed so that the indoor air quality is better than it is outdoors. Three common houseplants are
integrated as part of the INFILL HOUSE ecosystem to measurably improve air quality.

INFILL HOUSE is prefabricated, designed as a single storey to be transported along major highways in
North America. INFILL HOUSE allows homeowners to replace moving trucks with moving a house and all of
its contents to a new job opportunity or location.

INFILL HOUSE is easily customizable due to its open frame, and additional square footage can be
achieved with extra bays. INFILL HOUSE is also easily marketed real estate due to its non-fixed location.
INFILL HOUSE can thrive on front lawns, idiosyncratic urban sites, on high-rises, or in cottage country.

INFILL HOUSE is sensitive to the trending demands and opportunities within the housing market. The bottom
line is that INFILL HOUSE generates time and cost savings in every corner. Less heating, cooling, building
materials, lot size, maintenance, furniture, cleaning. No mortgage payments. Rezoning and mobility
opportunities. More free time, attention to detail, value, peace of mind, and sustainable living for the
environment and the pocketbook.

Areca Palm
removes CO2
and converts it
into oxygen*

Mother-in-law’s Tongue
removes CO2 and
converts it into oxygen
at night*

Money Plant
removes formaldehydes
and other volatile chemicals*

* Meattle, K. (2009, February 1). How to grow fresh air.

$50 000 CAD

